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• a) Slow down to observe the world carefully 
• Οne of the highlights of OoEL is the engagement in the art 

of long and thoughtful observation through Paul Salopek’s 
material. In the camel-ology video for instance, in Footstep 
3 Paul puts his own observation on display and models1 his 
own process of noticing things that usually go unseen at the 
fast pace of everyday life. In our school we use these     

               videos to watch Paul as a close observer and              
                pause them periodically so as to discuss on what  
                 strategies he tries and why they are working.  
                     1. Further information on Modeling can be found in Ron Ritchhart’s                      
                                  8 Cultural Forces 

 
Out of Eden Learn invites young people 
and educators to: 
 



Children in the presence of Paul as a 
model of slowing down to look 

closely at the world 



This modeling of slow looking fosters students’ 
inclination toward careful observation and makes the 
walks in their neighborhood unexpectedly surprising 

because they actually begin to be able to see what 
they’re looking  



Out of Eden Learn invites young people 
and educators to: 
b) listen attentively to others and this listening should 
be sensitive to the patterns that connect us to others. 
• Again in Footstep 4, Paul’s advices for asking open-

ended questions and taking time to listen what other 
people have to say so as to make them feel that their 
ideas are important and worth sharing became a very    

            powerful learning opportunity for creating a  
             culture of Listening in our classroom.                           
               My biggest support to the process of Listening     
                  is Documentation 

 



Documentation means 
continuously producing 

traces of children’s 
listening and learning 

experiences 



• This way Documentation enhances children to be 
open to differences,                                   
recognize the value                                                 
of the other’s point of view and                          
listen with understanding.  

• Giving value to the perspectives                              
of others also involves welcoming                                
parents’ input.                                                        
So, I have a special place in my                        

            classroom where parents’ ideas                             
              about Out of Eden Learn                               
               are being listened 



• When Documentation is displayed on Out of 
Eden platform children can develop a sensitivity 
to everything that connects them to the other 
children from around the globe and therefore, 
accomplish the third goal of Out of Eden Learn 
curriculum to reflect on how their own lives 
connect to bigger human stories.  

• Of course this connection to others is    
          accomplished not only because of  
            Documentation but because there is a  
             context of Communication.  
                   And this context is called  
                         Dialogue Toolkit 



• Aiming at encouraging                                                 
children to effectively                                             
use the dialogue tools                                            
I started by documenting                                         
their ideas about                                                     
the specific interact                                                
moves that these tools                                           
suggest 
 



and by giving them 
time to practice 

them in interactions 
with their friends, 
classmates and 

families 
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